We present a distributed algorithm animation system called Catai (for Concurrent Algorithms and data Types Animation over the Internet). Among the features of this system are a low e ort required for animating algorithmic code, and the possibility of embedding animation clients in standard Java-enabled Web browsers. We believe this to be a good compromise between two di erent viewpoints: the programmer's perspective, which typically includes the goal of animating e ciently and unobtrusively a given algorithmic code, and the user's perspective, which can bene t from interactive, easy-to-use, distributed and cooperative interfaces.
Introduction
Algorithm animation is a form of software visualization that uses interactive graphics to enhance the presentation, development and understanding of computer programs. Systems for algorithm animation have matured signi cantly in the last decade 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 28, 29, 30] , perhaps due to their relevance in many areas, including computer science education, design, analysis and implementation of algorithms, and performance tuning and debugging of large and complex software systems.
Several algorithm animation systems have been developed with one or more of these applications in mind. However, many of these systems require heavy modi cations to the source code at hand and, in some instances, even require writing the entire animation code in order to produce the desired algorithm visualization. Thus, a user of these systems not only should invest a considerable amount of time writing code for the animation but also needs to have a signi cant algorithmic background to understand the details of the program to be visualized. This is not desirable, especially when algorithm animation is to be used in program development and debugging.
In our own experience, the e ort required to animate an algorithm is perhaps one of the main factors limiting the di usion of animation techniques as a successful tool for debugging, testing and understanding computer algorithms (see also 25] ). This paper describes an algorithm animation system called Catai (for Concurrent Algorithms and data Types Animation over the Internet). One interesting aspect of our system is that it tries to impose a little burden on the task of animating algorithms. If the program is written according to certain speci cs (e.g., in C++, using an algorithmic software library such as LEDA 22] ), then it should be easy to obtain a simple animation of this program with Catai.
This should make this system easy to use, and is based on the philosophy that an average programmer or an algorithm developer should not invest too much time in getting an actual animation of the algorithm up and running. In our experience, this was not always the case, and often animating an algorithm was as di cult and as time consuming as implementing the algorithm itself from scratch. Our approach has an advantage over systems where the task of animating an algorithm is highly non-trivial. Producing animations almost automatically, however, can limit exibility in creating custom graphic displays. If the user is willing to invest more time on the development of an animation, he or she can produce more sophisticated graphics capabilities, while still exploiting the features o ered by our system.
We sketch here some other features of our system. One of our design principle was the possibility of animating complex algorithms and data structures. This is mainly achieved by fully exploiting an object-oriented abstraction, which allows one to build complex animated data structures starting from very simple objects. Particular attention was devoted to e ciency issues: the system was designed so as to be resource-e cient (graphical resources are largely reused during the animation), and time-e cient (little extra e ort is required when assembling animated objects, as a software layer is in charge of coordinating the presentation). Our system is distributed, as animation clients can be placed anywhere on a network, and has a high degree of interactivity, as clients are able to have a deep graphical interaction with the running programs, thus in uencing the animation. Besides o ering interactive and easy-to-use distributed user interfaces, our system can be easily integrated in the Web. Another of the main characteristics of Catai is that it is inherently cooperative: multiple animation clients can interact and in uence the behavior of a single shared algorithm instance. Furthermore, our system has a high degree of privacy, which is preserved on open networks, and is not pervasive, as animation does not interfere with the execution of the algorithm: the animated algorithm keeps overall the same behavior as its original execution. This is particularly important for debugging.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We rst describe the main principles and architectural choices underlying the design of Catai in Section 2. Next, we provide some examples on its usage in Section 3, where we describe in details how to prepare an actual algorithm animation with Catai. The main features of Catai are summarized in Section 4, where we also mention the next developments, most notably some further integration with the World Wide Web to provide cooperative workgroup capabilities.
2 System Design and Architecture
When our rst prototype of Catai was started, we had already implemented and animated a fair amount of algorithms. Thus, our own experience, both as programmers and as users of algorithms and animations, strongly in uenced our views and development of Catai. This can perhaps explain some bias or some particular choices made in the development of our system, but at the same time can be seen from a di erent, and perhaps more practical, viewpoint: we developed Catai because we actually needed an e ective animation tool, especially suited for debugging, testing and tuning algorithmic software. First of all, being a research group spread over di erent sites, we wanted to ensure remote access, which implied designing a distributed system to animate algorithms. While jointly developing some complex algorithmic software, we wanted to quickly test and visualize the code produced by people in di erent sites. Thus, we thought of an animated algorithm like any other \network resource", which can be accessed and interacted with. Of course, a system with remote access has many other advantages. Just to mention a few, a remote interface is a natural, simple and often more e cient alternative to porting any special-purpose or specialized software package needed by a given algorithm. Furthermore, remote access can also ensure some form of privacy and encapsulation: the user can watch an algorithm running on a particular input set (which can be chosen by the user), while the algorithm itself and its details are \hidden" from the user, since the code is located on a di erent machine. This was somehow in line with other current animation systems, such as Mocha 2] .
However, and di erently from other animation systems, we wished to allow the user to interact as much as possible with the animated algorithm. We wanted, for instance, to allow the user to interact with the algorithm during its execution. One example could be changing the animated data structures at run-time: in Catai this is done in such a way that the execution needs not to be restarted (as it happens in other systems) but is simply continued on the changed data. In previous systems, user interfaces were strongly oriented towards the goal of presenting the algorithm. The typical interaction allowed between the user and algorithm was very light (e.g., run the algorithm, present its execution frame-by-frame, control the frame speed, checkpointing). No truly deep interaction was available towards the underlying data structures: the only possibility was to assign default values at initialization time; usually, animated algorithms o ered only the choice among di erent input sets, including de ning a new one. In our experience, this gave a rather limited view of interaction, and while visualizing algorithms, we needed a much deeper interaction with their execution. For instance, we found extremely bene cial to use the animation to debug complex algorithmic code: in this case, and for educational purposes as well, we often perceived the need to visualize what happens if we interactively force the algorithm to fall into non-standard or wrong con gurations. This requires a much stronger interaction between the user and the execution of the algorithm at animation time. As pointed out in 3], from which we cite verbatim, this strong interaction seems somehow implicit in the concept of algorithm animation:
\Algorithm animation appeals to the strengths of human perception by providing a visual representation of the data structure .....] Algorithm animation helps the end-user to understand the algorithms by following visually step-by-step execution". A crucial point here is the meaning of \step", as in current animation systems one can nd nearly two opposite interpretations of this. The rst interpretation is the one used in lineoriented debuggers, where coherence with the algorithm execution is guaranteed at the expense of a very ne granularity, which sometimes can even disturb the interpretation of the behavior of the algorithm. The second interpretation of step is that of a logical frame, which can be de ned by the programmer at the desired level of granularity (as for instance in POLKA 28]). With this approach, coherence with the algorithm execution is a total responsibility of the programmer and, therefore, it is not always guaranteed. For us, according to an object-oriented paradigm, a step is any change of state of the animated objects. Indeed, to ensure a strong interaction between users and algorithm executions, our system monitors all and only the events that change the state of an animated object.
Our third main concern was reusability, as previous experiences with this were rather discomforting. In many cases, reusability was not considered at all, and very often the animation of an algorithm was so heavily embedded in the algorithm itself that not much of it could be reused in other animations. We wanted to enforce reusability in a strong sense: if the user produces a given animated data structure (e.g., a stack, a tree, or a graph), then all its instances in any context (local scope, global scope, di erent programs) must show some standard graphical behavior with no additional e ort at all. Of course, when multiple instances of di erent data structures are animated for di erent goals, a basic graphical result may be poor without an additional, application-speci c coordination e ort that by its own nature seems not (and perhaps could never be) reusable. We designed our system so that it can o er di erent levels of sophistication: non-sophisticated animations can be basically obtained for free. If one wants a more sophisticated animation, for instance by exploiting some coordination among di erent data structures for the algorithm at hand, then some additional e ort is required. shows how these three requirements (remote access, interactivity and reusability) deeply in uenced the design of our system. To allow remote access, our system had obviously to hinge on a distributed architecture. However, our desire of a high degree of interactivity as well had a profound in uence on the choice of a distributed architecture. Our second main architectural choice was to focus the animation more on data structures rather than on algorithms only. Roughly speaking, we wanted to allow a deep interaction between the user and the animated data structures used by an algorithm, while the algorithm itself was running on them. This is opposed to other algorithmic animations which choose an input, visualize it, and then run the algorithm on it, without giving much information on its internal data structures. We believe that this focus on animating data structures has many bene ts. First of all, this often allows one to achieve a better and deeper understanding of the internal details of the algorithm, which is especially important at debug time. Furthermore, it ensures a higher degree of interactivity, by exploiting the fact that data structures have methods for input that can be animated as well. Finally, it also improves the reusability, as complex animated algorithms and data structures can be often obtained as a composition of simpler animated data structures.
We believe that there are three main natural outcomes from this approach, as shown in Figure 1 . First of all, Catai is designed so as to provide naturally a portable Graphical User
Interface, and this interface is given simply by a Java program. The system can of course be easily used in the Web: Java applets within animation clients can be accessed by using any standard Java-enabled WWW browser. The second feature is that Catai allows cooperation among multiple animation clients towards the same algorithm, and even allows one to animate distributed algorithms. Finally, we believe that the focus of Catai on reusability assures a great degree of e ciency with respect to both development time and the usage of network resources.
We are now ready to present in more details the architecture of Catai. As illustrated in Figure 2 , there are three main components in our system:
(1) The algorithm servers (AlgServer). These are executable programs written in C++ and obtained from the original non-animated source codes of the algorithms with the support of some communication primitives from the Catai library.
(2) The animation clients (Ci). They implement the users' interfaces toward the algorithms, and are written in Java. ( 3) The animation server (S). It is the middle layer between animation clients and the algorithm server, and coordinates all the interactions between them. One of its main goals is to provide coherence between the non-animated data structures used by the algorithm server and the corresponding graphical objects handled by a client Ci. It is also written in Java.
The Algorithm Server
An algorithm server AlgServer is an executable program written in C++ with the support of some communication primitives from the Catai library. These primitives are grouped in two virtual classes: Animator and Bootstrap. The Animator class provides some communication primitives to the animated objects de ned in AlgServer, while the Bootstrap class mainly provides the initialization routines necessary to the communication primitives. In order to be able to communicate with the animation server S, the original algorithm must be encapsulated in a class that has an interface known to S. We describe now how to build an algorithm server AlgServer starting from an original nonanimated algorithm A. This process is standard, so that it could be easily made automatic. First of all, the data structures used by A that we want to display are extended to animated data structures. We denote by A' the resulting algorithm. Next, A' is encapsulated in a class called Animated A', which is derived from the Animator and Bootstrap virtual classes. The class Animated A' is responsible for: (c) De ning any extra methods that handle the graphical objects bound to the user interface. All these methods will be o ered by the server S to the clients Ci. The animated classes (i.e., animated data structures) are obtained using multiple inheritance from the original non-animated class and the virtual class Animator. They are are de ned on the base of the services o ered by the animation server S, which are included in the animation libraries of S. This implies that an animated class contains no graphical object representation, a task which is left entirely to the animation server S. Namely, an object resides on an algorithm server AlgServer while its graphical representation resides on the animation server S: the binding between these two entities is established only at run-time, by late binding. This is perhaps one of the advantages of this architecture with respect to reusability. Di erent data structures can use the same object representation: for instance, any algorithm using nodes can invoke the same node representation o ered by the animation server S. This will speed up the process of generating new animated classes, and will allow the user to ignore completely the details behind the graphical representation of the animated objects. Note that the animated classes will maintain their original interfaces and thus will not cause any modi cation to the original algorithm.
We are now ready to explain how an algorithm server AlgServer works. When one runs AlgServer, there is a bootstrap phase where AlgServer announces its services to the animation server S. As any distributed system, AlgServer needs to agree with S on common object interfaces: after an initial simple handshake, the animation server S learns what is the local support required by the animated data structures in AlgServer and what are the interfaces exposed by AlgServer. The algorithm server completes the bootstrap phase by entering into an event handler loop, where AlgServer waits for connection requests from the animation server S (i.e., to be selected by a user wishing to run algorithm A').
When one or more users select AlgServer, the animation server S remotely instantiates an object of the class Animated A'. The constructor of this class will enter in a second event handler loop that will provide the basic GUI to the relevant clients through the algorithm server S. In this GUI the user can have many options, including running the algorithm. If this option is selected, the animation server S will invoke the execution of algorithm A' through the remote invocation of Animated A'::A'().
The Animation Server
All the coordination between the algorithm servers on one side and the animation clients on the other side is carried out by the animation server S: indeed, one of the primary goals of an animation server is to interface algorithm servers with their graphical representations on the animation clients. As illustrated in Figure 2 , an animation server contains four basic modules:
The Animator Class Remote Interfaces. This layer de nes the communication primitives and implements the Java / C++ interoperability as a collection of stubs/proxies. Proxies encapsulate network calls and access distributed objects: a proxy looks like the server object in term of the methods it implements. However, its implementation of the object methods would carry out the remote calls to forward them to the remote object. The mechanism for making remote function calls is carried out via sections of the code called stub code. This layer will interface the remote objects instantiated by an algorithm server by parsing the events received from the GUI of an algorithm client and by mapping them onto events for objects on an algorithm server, and vice versa.
Object Mapper. This module is in charge of maintaining a mapping between graphical objects and their counterparts on the corresponding algorithm server. Each time a user interacts with a visual object, an event will be sent to the corresponding object on a particular algorithm server. On the other hand, each time an algorithm server modi es the state of an object, a corresponding change will be produced on the user display.
Animation Libraries. This layer contains a repository of Java classes able to draw graphical objects and to de ne the standard interactions with them. For instance, in this module it is de ned how to draw a binary tree and how to deal with it (moving, deleting, inserting nodes, etc etc). When an algorithm server AlgServer is started, it requests all the entries of the Animation Libraries that are necessary for its own animated data structures. If available, the corresponding classes are downloaded to the clients that will request connection to AlgServer.
Multicast forwarder. This module provides one-to-many communication and let many clients interact with the running instance of the algorithm. As an animation client might join the running instance of an algorithm even after the algorithm is started, the multicast forwarder contains a coordination protocol that aligns all the clients with the algorithm execution. The same coordination protocol maintains the synchronization primitives that allow each client to interact with the algorithm server in a mutually exclusive way. For example if we are executing an algorithm based on dynamic graphs, the user should be able to create or delete new nodes and edges. When these updates are requested from one client, all the other clients are locked until the operation is terminated.
The Animation Clients Ci
Animation clients are Java programs targeted to handling three di erent types of events. The rst type are user-generated events towards an algorithm server AlgServer; these include mousegenerated commands such as \click", \drag-and-drop", and \SHIFT+click". The second type of events are animation directives: these are events originated by an algorithm server AlgServer and directed towards the user interface of an algorithm client which require some changes in the graphical presentation; examples can be operations like create a new graphical object, establish a connection between two di erent graphical objects, etc. The third type of events are the alignment directives used by the animation server S to coordinate multiple clients that can be dynamically entering the pool of displaying devices for a particular algorithm. Since all the communication between animation clients and algorithm servers is handled by the animation server S, all these events (including user-generated events and animation directives) are between animation clients and S.
We now describe how animation clients interact with the animation server. When a client program Ci starts, it looks for an animation server at a speci ed address. Next, Ci receives from the animation server S a list of available algorithms, namely all the algorithms running on some algorithm server. If the user chooses the algorithm o ered by a particular algorithm server AlgServer, then a new virtual connection is established via the animation server between the client Ci and the corresponding AlgServer. The animation server S maintains information about the pool of clients currently connected to that algorithm and coordinates all the interactions and the updates on the display for all the members of the pool. At this point, the client Ci can download all the data it needs to display the data structures animated by AlgServer. From now on, each client will be able to call some services, such as some update operations on AlgServer, and to visualize the resulting evolution. On the other hand, when AlgServer allocates a new animated object, either at initialization time or during the execution of the algorithm, this new object will be displayed on the clients as instructed by the animation server S.
The basic GUI presented by the clients follows the interface proposed by AlgServer, which is de ned in term of abstract objects contained in the animation libraries resident in the animation server. The server in turn will use the basic graphic primitives present in the client code built on the top of Java AWT (the Abstract Window Toolkit of the Java Virtual Machine). Each client keep its own map of all the animated objects in order to be able to address them on AlgServer and the GUI will directly call their methods as a remote method invocation. Again, this map will be updated when a new object is created by AlgServer.
We conclude this section with some more comments about the level of reusability o ered by Catai. First of all, we should mention that an object-oriented paradigm by itself o ers reusability: an animated class, once it has been designed, can naturally be recycled and extended. For instance, we can inherit an animated list class to de ne easily an animated stack class. The reusability features of Catai are of course deeper than that. Indeed, one can also de ne animated classes by reusing all the graphical representations de ned in the animation libraries. For instance, the graphical representation of a node is the same for graphs and trees, and di erent implementations of graph classes could share much of the same graphical representation. Or we can use animated arrays and animated lists to obtain, at no extra cost, a basic animation of many sorting algorithms. Finally, and perhaps more importantly, with our approach, we can easily exchange and reuse animated data structures that are built-in somewhere in algorithm servers. This was particularly useful in our own experience.
An Example of Animation with Catai
We now describe in some details how to prepare an algorithm animation with Catai. For sake of clarity, we will describe the general steps that must be followed for accomplishing this task and at the same time illustrate them through a working example: the animation of Kruskal's algorithm for computing a minimum spanning tree (MST) of a graph 20].
Kruskal's algorithm rst sorts all the edges by increasing cost, and then grows a forest that will nally converge to a minimum spanning tree. Initially, the forest consists of n singleton nodes (i.e., the vertices in the graph). The algorithm scans the edges, one at the time and in increasing order of their cost. If the endpoints of the edge under examination are already connected in the current forest, this edge is discarded. Otherwise, the endpoints are in two di erent trees: the edge is inserted into the forest (i.e., it will be a minimum spanning tree edge), and the two trees are merged into one. For e ciency issues, the trees are maintained as set union data structures 31]. We refer to LEDA's implementation of Kruskal's algorithm 22], which make use of the class partition to implement set union data structures.
How to animate an algorithm
While building an algorithm animation, the rst decision to be taken is which data structures are to be animated. In the example at hand, for instance, it seems natural to visualize the graph being explored; additionally, we could also choose to animate the underlying partition given by the set union data structures. Once this has been decided, the process of developing an animation can be broken in three di erent steps.
Creating an animation library. A crucial module which provides the basic animation in Catai is given by the animation libraries, which intuitively provide an animated interpretation of \how data structures work". These libraries are totally independent from the data structures being animated and can be easily reused. If the animation server does not support already animation libraries for the algorithm at hand, then we must develop the animation libraries required by the algorithm. In our example of minimum spanning trees, Catai contains already animation libraries to represent graph objects, and thus this task is empty. We remark here that Catai supplies animation libraries for most textbook algorithms, and thus in the average one would rarely need to build algorithmic libraries from scratch.
Animation libraries manages animated objects (anim objects) which are the building blocks of animations. Each anim object can have a customizable appearance and can be related to other anim objects via animation links (anim links): in particular, anim links dene a set of anim objects with a common property. To create a new animation library, we must rst create a new Java Object derived from a Catai class: the lib struct class. Each animation library must implement two special methods (paint anim object and paint anim links) whose purpose is to de ne how an anim object and an anim link is graphically represented. The lib struct class provides the user with a basic set of animation primitives to add, remove, select, label and access both an anim object and an anim link.
Creating animated data structures. Once animation libraries are available, we need to revise the implementation of the original data structures to support some animation capabilities. We call animated classes the classes that implement data structures with support for animation:
Catai o ers a specialized C++ library to assist in the development of animated classes. The principal component of this library is the Animator class, which provides animation server communication primitives and binding mechanisms between a data structure and the related animation library. An animated class can be derived from the original non-animated class and from the Animator class: for each method of the original class that we want to animate, we de ne a new method with the same prototype which holds the original method invocation together with the use of one or more animation primitives. These primitives maps data structure operators to their animated counterparts. The interface of these functions is common for all animation libraries, while their behavior depends on the animation library selected. To achieve better animations, we can extend data structures by introducing some animationspeci c operators, i.e., operators whose functionality does not a ect a data structure but only its visual representation. In our running example of minimum spanning tree, the non-animated algorithm uses the LEDA graph and partition data types. The LEDA graph class uses a single object which acts as a container to hold nodes and edges. To obtain the animated class, we derive the class animgraph from the LEDA graph class and from the Animator class. The methods that we wish to animate are those which change the graph: adding, removing and modifying edges or vertices. Apart from these methods, we could also add some extra methods for animation purposes. The de nition of the animgraph class and the implementation of some animated methods is given in Figure 3 . The animated partition class can be de ned with the same technique.
Animated algorithm. Once both animation libraries and animated data structures are available, we can nally code the animated algorithm. The resulting program will comply to Catai protocols and will exhibit a standard animation. This animation could be further improved using animation-speci c operators and Catai director tools. These tools allow one to interact in more depth with algorithm and to coordinate its execution. Catai de nes all the interactions as a standard set of events: each of these events can be easily bound to a method invocation.
Apart from these interactions, Catai provides also tools for requiring acknowledgments to We are now ready to show how to animate the implementation of Kruskal's algorithm at hand. Starting from the original code, we replace the standard graph and partition with their animated counterparts. Next, we add some animation-speci c code to highlight the behavior of the algorithm. For instance, we can choose to color red the edge which we are currently considering. If this edge will be included in the minimum spanning tree, then we will color it blue, and otherwise we will color it red. Endpoints of blue edges are colored blue, so that a forest of blue trees is visualized throughout the execution of the algorithm. This blue forest will converge to a minimum spanning tree. The resulting algorithm is proposed as a method of a container object, i.e., an MST class, and the public interface of this object will report the services (methods) that can be requested by the end-user. A comparison between the code of the original non-animated algorithm and the code of animated algorithm can be obtained from 
The Main Features of Catai
In this section, we summarize the basic characteristics of Catai, and try to put its contributions in perspective.
First of all, we designed Catai so that it o ers an advanced support for interaction. In a certain way, much of the control is transferred by the algorithm to the user, as at run time the user is allowed a deep coordination of the algorithm animation through the visual manipulation and navigation of data structures. Consequently, the animation can be used truly as a basic GUI for accessing the algorithm properties and functionalities. We found this very useful especially when using algorithm animation in program development and debugging: we could put some data structures in non-standard or wrong con gurations, and visualize the e ects on the running algorithm. Other systems that we are aware of mainly implement very simple forms of interactions, which do not involve visual representations and only allow the user to execute a xed set of functions for each algorithm; very often, the arguments of these functions cannot be speci ed by interacting with the animation. Furthermore, Catai o ers a high degree of adherence between the algorithm and its animation. Indeed, the system guarantees a close match between the behavior of the algorithm execution and its animated counterpart. Other systems use a classical event-driven approach: animation directives rely on speci c function calls spread along the algorithmic source code. This tecnique does not always assure adherence as the only relation between the execution of a function and its animated visualization is the concomitant invocation of the right animation directive. This is a condition which is left entirely to the programmer, and thus cannot be always automatically assured. On the contrary, Catai presents an evolution of the event-driven approach, as it encapsulates each animated operator together with the animation link in a container method. In this way, the animation follows closely the algorithm: each animated operator invocation will be followed by the execution of its animated counterpart and thus there is the guarantee that each \step" in the algorithm induces \step" in the animation. Conversely, the algorithm follows closely the animation: indeed, the animation is directly bound to the methods of the algorithm, so that each user interaction is forwarded by the animation to the algorithm, where it takes the shape of method invocation.
The next feature we mention is scalability, i.e., how a system deals the animation of a large number of possibly very complex data structures, and we believe that Catai scales up naturally with respect both to the number and to the complexity of data structures. Indeed in Catai, graphical objects and animation references are internally kept in the animation server S, so that users do not need to deal directly with them. Consequently, animating a large number of data structures requires no more e ort to the user than animating a small number of them. The only extra e ort required when animating a large number of data structures is for highly interactive animations, as in this case the user must specify which are the interactions and the data structures involved with these interactions. This is much more complicated for other systems, which require, apart from writing the animation code, some additional e orts to track all the allocated graphical objects and their correspondence with data structures. The e ort in these systems clearly grows with the number of data structures involved. As for scalability with respect to the complexity of data structures, other systems do not seem to provide a speci c solution to this problem: it seems to us that the user needs to write complex animation code in order to animate complex data structures. In Catai, most of the times the animation of complex data structures can be built by rst animating simpler data structures and then by assembling them in an object-oriented fashioned manner.
In our personal experience, Catai was an e ective tool for reducing the overall complexity of setting up an animation. Indeed, it o ers a good trade-o between the level of reusability, the average time it takes to a non-sophisticated programmer to develop an animation, and the basic knowledge required to use the system. We emphasize here that we consider the case where a user of the system (not the provider!) wishes to set up an animation. This is particularly important, as in many cases tasks that are trivial for the knowledgeable and expert provider of a system might be very di cult to achieve for the typical user. In case (A) when no support for the data structures is available, the user has to create animation libraries from scratch: this implies a medium/high development time (perhaps comparable to the development time required by other systems), and a basic knowledge of C++, Java and Corba. In case (B), which we believe will be the average case for a Catai user, the main task is to derive the animated data structures from the non-animated code. As it can be inferred from Figures 3 and 4 , in this case the development time is typically low/medium, and only a moderate knowledge of C++ is required. Finally, in case (C) the animation with Catai is straightforward: only a simple knowledge of C++ is required to compose the existing pieces, and the time required to develop the animation is extremely low (if any), as it can be seen from Figure 4 .
Similarly to Mocha 2], Catai is a truly distributed architecture: all its components can be placed anywhere provided that they share a communication channel. Perhaps even more than Mocha, Catai heavily relies on distributed objects, which have been developed using a CORBA compliant protocol. In addition, the HTTP protocol is used for downloading the Java classes needed and a BSD socket message interface is used for the communication addressed by an algorithm server towards the animation server. The overall communication load is typically low since all the animated scenes reside on animation clients and their activation can be obtained at a low cost using short messages: basically only invocation of methods on remote objects. This gives an e ective support to the animation of distributed algorithms, which can be naturally implemented with multiple algorithm servers.
Finally, as many other systems Catai o ers a good degree of code protection, as an animation can be exported remotely while the animated program is maintained on a safe host, and overall security, as communication protocols export limited resources and only to the pool of animation components.
We conclude this section by mentioning another feature of Catai, which relates to its ease of integration in the World Wide Web (WWW) environment. Although originally developed to make information publicly available, the World Wide Web has already shown its large potential in many areas, including educational support especially for distance learning. In fact, many educational systems based on WWW have been recently developed and the educational use of WWW has attracted a lot of attention (see e.g., 16, 19] ). The potential of WWW as an educational tool have also been studied in the area of Computer Supported Cooperative Workgroup (CSCW) 1, 13, 14, 15, 17, 23, 24] which in general is concerned with the new possibilities o ered by the current network technology to cooperative workgroup. In both areas, there is a great deal of attention on the usage of WWW for a fully integrated cooperative environment between students and instructors. In fact, the aspect of the \ordinary" classroom that lies in the interactions between the students and the instructor and among students themselves has stimulated a lot of work on several systems for \Shared Workgroup" on WWW 4, 5, 11, 18, 21, 26, 32] .
The architecture of Catai is naturally integrated in the Web: in fact WWW servers (HTTP server) and WWW clients (browsers) can be mapped, respectively, to Catai animation servers and animation clients, and an animation client can be even used as an applet within an HTML page (while the animation server can be managed by a WWW server).
The integration of Catai with the Web can be extremely useful in the design of integrated educational systems, where a student can interact with algorithmic courseware: he or she can learn a particular set of algorithms, see some of their implementations, and interact with the visualization of the algorithms cooperatively with other students or with the instructor.
Moreover, Catai o ers the possibility of visualizing algorithms that can be related to data repositories stored somewhere else, such in the case of real-time monitoring processes: indeed Catai can allow an easy, e cient, distributed and interactive access to such processes. For instance, we can easily add methods to animated data structures and algorithms that allow following \links" (URL's) to the rest of the WWW. As an example, we are currently investigating a particular application which is connected to monitoring network congestions via the Web: we have a network, and we wish to nd the shortest path (or some other particular paths) to a set of destinations. In some cases, shortest paths are not deeply informative, and one would like to obtain a truly real-time interaction with the network, i.e., by clicking on a link to get information on the current tra c pattern on that link (e.g., road conditions, link congestions, etc). A prototype of this kind seems to require not much e ort with Catai.
